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ABSTRACT
The issue of equal access to and use of computers by

boys and girls is reviewed and evaluated from the perspective of
social studies content, skills, and goals. Material is arranged in
four sections, each introduced by a topic question. The first section
discusses the problem of sex equity in computer education. Results of
four research studies and surveys are presented. The second section
examines the causes of girls' avoidance of computers and related
technologies. A male bias in the culture of computers, the
educational context in which computers are used (chiefly science and
mathematics classes), and peer influences are cited as the major
causes of girls' avoidance. The third section places the issue of sex
equity within the context of social studies education, examining the
implications of unequal access to computers for future citizenship
participation, career training, and the study of social roles and
social stereotypes. A final section outlines what social studies
teachers can do to address the problems of sex equity in computer
education. A 1.3-citation bibliography concludes the paper. (LP)
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SEX ,EQUITY IN COMPUTER EDUCATION:
CONCERNS FOR SOCIAL STUDIES

Technological literacyan understanding of the mechanics', applications, and Implications of computer and related
technologieshas boon widely recognized as an educational imperative" for the 1980s.and beyond.

In view of the crucial role that technology is destined to play In the society of the near future, a number of educators, social
scientists, and educational analysts have begun to express the concern that specific segments of today's school age popula-
tion are being excluded from technological education. The indicajion is that technologically disadvantaged students are thope
traditionally excluded from the benefits of education: minorities, rural and inner city populations, arid, overwhelmingly, girls.
This ERIC Digest 'reviews recent research on one aspect of this equity issuethe question of sex equity-in computer education-
and addresses the impliqations of this research for social studies educators..

Is sex equity a problem in computer education?
While the issue of equality. in technology education is just

beginning to be systematicahstudied, preliminary 1-hidings
on sex inegenies in computerlCeeSS and usage are disturb-
ing On one hand; female students seem well aware of the
potential role of technology in their futures: in a statewide
survey of California students, approxlmafely 75 percent of
tweltth grade girls and 66 percent of sixth-grade girls
indicated that a knowledge of computers would help them
get a better job (Lockheedand Frakt, p. 16).. At the same time,
surveys of computer eduntion reveal signifiban1 gender dif-
ferences in the interest in and use of computers by school-
age children, with boys spending considerably more time
on computers both in and out of the classroom. As one ex-
ample, a 1982 study indicated that girls comprised only 37
percent 01 the total school computer science enrollment in
California. In the Nsame year. a Stanford University survey
revealed a boy-to-girl ratio of 3:1 in summer computer camps,
enrichment schools, and workshops (Hess and Miura, p. 4).
In a similar, study of 450 Ontario, Canada public school
shidents, boys outnumbered girls 2 to 1 in their extracur-
ricular use of school computers (Education Daily,
January 25, 1984; p 6).

What are the implications of this research for future
access to information, employment, and social participa-
tion? If,_ as these initial studies Indicate, female students
are missing out on. or shutting themselves off .from,
technologicti.6kills that are increasingly seen as basic sur- ,

Aral skills, then as Ndults they will certainly be unprepared
for full economic participation in sociely"and a voice in how
That society (unctions.

Whal are the causes of:girls' avoidance of computers and
related technologies?

Studies emphasize -three mutually reinforcing% factors
underlying girls' negative attitudes towards and subsequent
avoidance of computer technology: (1) a male bias In the
"culture" of computers, (2) the educational context of com-
puter education, and (3) peer influences.

1. A male bias in the "culture" of computers. Most childr4
gain their initial ,exposure to computers Outside of the
school, through advertising and home and arcade video
games (Van Nuys, p. 10). 'These sources critically affect
children's subsequent attitudes about computers; the un-.
mistakable message they convey is that the computer is a
toy for maleS. Women and girls are rarely featured In hard-
ware or software advertising and, when they do appear, are
generally portrayed as observers of male interaction with'
the machine. Software programs tend to cater to traditional
masculine interests in both graphics and content. Iden-
tifiably female figures seldom appear- in video game
graphics. Moreover, it is difficult to find a 'coMputer game
that does not revolve around a theme of violence, aggres-
sion, or competition. While experts assert that girls have,
little interest in oc identification with.the content and action
of arcade games (Allen, in QusineSs Week, p. 102; Gilliland,
p. 42), these same gender-or leriled themes have also become
rooted in educational software, which feature race cars and

rockets in math drill, "word blaster" game's in language arts,
and war simulations in social studies_

2. The educational context of computer education. Place-
ment of computers within the schools Significantly affects
how this innovation is perceived by children arid adults alike..
Altheutah a relatively new educational innovatiOn, computers
already have become firmly linked with mathematics: corn.
puters,are Introduced in math class and, until Tecenfly, have
been used almost exclusively in that context. Computer pro-
gramming is generally taught using Basic, a' highly math-
oriented language skill, although languages Such as Logo
and PILOT Crier/the opportunity to teach programming with
graphic and linguistic emphases (Fisher, p. 26)' Given the
widely accepted sterotype of.math as a male domain and
the well-documented phenomenon of math anxiety among
girls, this educational association of computers with math
simply confirms.girls' initial impression that computers are
not (or them_ Add to this the fact that, by jt,iniqr high school,
most math teachers are men, arid girls have the added
discouragement of seeing few if any role models in
technOlogy education.

-1

Teafthers and parents reinforce thd educational stereotype
of computers as a male subject just as they have tradition-
ally done with mathematics. teachers often unconsciously
direct computer-related qu'estions and challenging software
and programming assignments towards boys while giving
girls.drill and practice (Education Daily, p. 6). The increasing
disparity between boy/girl enrollment in extracurricuhar
summer computer classes as cost increases (Hess and
Miura, p. 4) is one reflection of a parental,conviction that
boys peed computer training for their adult roles more than
girls and are therefore worth a greater investment (Van Nuys,
p. 7).

3. Peer influences. Aggressive and possessive behavior
on the part of male classmates may be the ultimate
discouragement for girls considering classroom or extracur-
ricular use bf computers. Teachers have cited alarming
stories of boys' intimidation of girls vis-a-vis computer use:
boys elbowing girls from computer Sibnup Ills' t eta,
discouraging girls from taking computer ele011W. , a
annoying girls when.it is their turn on an in-class computer
(Education Daily, p. 6). Educational psychologists point grit
that such peer pressure IS'particularly effective coming as
it does during pre - adolescence and adolescence when girls
are especially conscious of social interaction and are
seeking the pproval of boys.

,

Why is sex egluity In technology education an issue for
social studies teachers?

..

The broadening application of technology to every.aspect
of society makes it clear that technological literacy can no
longer be cbnsidered eIrclusively as a math skill. Three
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issues mandate a place for technology education, and the
Imperative for equal access to that education, within the
social teidies curriculum. (1) the social Issues underlying
the causes of unequal access. (2) the (Vicel role
technological literacy will play in deter/inning economic
opportunity. and(3) the implications of technological literacy for
frame social and political participation.

1 The I actors which discourage guts from using Computers or
pue,suing technology related coursework Involve social problems
which aro properly treated within the social studies curriculum
Social !audios classes can and should explore the issues of sex
role stereotypes and cultural attitudes which affect social behavior

2 A Natiort, At Hrsk predicts that-hy the year 2000, millions of
ions will involve litsel technology and wholics (10). It is important
for ',Auto! studios teachers to realize, and in turn to make students
awaro. Mal those are not solely 'high loch" lobs a concern for
science and math departments_. In addition to lobs traditionally con
!it-tiered to he math rebated professions, technology is radically*
transforming a wide iange of pro.fossional and nonprofessional oc
curiations, including health care, food processing, media industries,
cow-dim:non, archdecture, choreogra hy. teaching, business and
government minieilstration, m g, social services, and law
enforcement

Social studies teaGibers are largely responsible for
teaching career awareness at the elementary and middle
school levels and have the primary'jurisdiction for proper-
Mg all children for adult economic resppnsibild/i and par
ticipation Girls must not be allowed to remain aloof from
computer education under the mistaken assumption that
technology is irrelevant to most social sciencet humanities.
Or blue collar jobs.

The prediction that computer literacy will soon al lect
Individuals' abilities40 exercise their citizenship rights and
responsibilities clearly mandates a place for lechnologY
education within the social studies curriculum, and just as ,
clearly makes the,issue of computer equity a social studies
concern. Given the growing use of .computers in accessing
information and in political decision making, the social
studies goal of effective citizenship cannot be achieved
unless all children are provided with a knowledge of COM-
puler technology and informatics (Glenn arid Klassen.
p 117). The demands of the Information Ago clearly involve
not only those math related skills required to program a
computer, but also the higher level cognitive skills
accessing arid analyzing information, decision making, and
problem solvingnecessary to understand the implications
of technology to'social, economic, and political situations.
Allowing any group of students to fall by the wayside in ac-
quiring these skills will effectively exclude them from
understanding and participating in the political process or
from making informed decisions on technical issues which
will affect Weir lives. It is not surprising that the 1984 Scope
and Sequence of the National Council for the Social Studies
has determined that technical skills unique to the use of
electronic devices be included among "skills essential to
c tizen participation" (Social Education, p. 262).

Wh' t can social studies teachers do to address the issue
of se °gully in computer education?

As c, mputerassisted instruction becomes more common
in the s Nola' studies classroom, teachers should corder
a numb() of immediale strategies for positively influenc
ing children's attitudes towards and use otatechnology.

1. By es ablishing a clear social studiEs context for
technology e itication, teachers can make significant strides
towards dist) the notion h Id by both boys arid girls
that computer mean math and lath is forboys. Programs
such as Compu orCamp, Inc,, an EQUALS report that many

, girls show more\entlAsiasn) for computers when they can
use this technology in tht) context of humanities, artr musiC,
or other areas relevant to their Own persdnal or academics.
intel"ests. 4

2. In teaching social studies units with a technology corn-
ponent, (e.g.) theIndustrial Revolution, care& awareness,
or future studies, teachers should emphasize the impact and

4,-

relevance of technology on everyone's lives at work, at
school, and at borneand the applications of technology
to a host of Occupations.

3. Social studies teachers can make efforts to counteract
hidden sex bias in technology education They can screen
social studies software for male mid female figures in
graphics, sex -role stereotyped presentations of these figures
when they do appear, gender-oriented themes arid formats,
and linguistic biases. As a related awareness activity,
teachers can incorporate the exploration of lochnology-
related sex stereotyping into units on propaganda, adver-
tising, and consumer education by having students analyze
television and magazine advertising or write letters to soft-
ware companies. Teachers can make conscientious efforts
to bring female resource persons in to speak about Com-
puters and technology

4. To assure that boy, and girls fool an equal sense of
ownership of classroom omputers, teachers should be
aware of classroom intern ion and hidden messages In
their own teaching stratbgios. hey can encourage girls end
reinforce equitable attitudes b calling on girls and boys
to derno4istrate a now program or nswer computer relatdd
questions, ensuring that all stude its get experience with
piogramming and protolem-solving t.oursewaro in addition
to Will and instruction, and providing equal extracurricular
access to computers.
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